
NCRID Board Meeting @ Heritage Greens in Greensboro  
May 4, 2013 

 
Board Members Present: 
President, (Mary Crump) MC; Vice President, (Stacy Bollinger) SB; Treasurer (Pat 
Strider) PS; Secretary, (Antwan Campbell) AC; Professional Development Chair, (Kelly 
Massey) KM; Conference Chair, (Donna Hughes) DH;  Conference Chair, (Gay Joyner) 
GJ; Coastal Rep, (Susan Lanier) SL; Eastern Rep, (Debbie Batts) DB; Foothills Rep, 
(Tanya Miller) TM; Land O Sky President, (Kathleen Speckhardt) KS; Midstate Rep, 
(David Payne) DP; 5 Points Rep, (Kim Barden) KB;  
 
Guests:  Joni Hedrick (Interpreter Coordinator) 
 
Board Members Absent:  Media Chair, (Jennifer Johnson) JJ; Triangle Rep, (Jamie 
Morris) JM 
 
Meeting called to order at 10:10 am 
 
 
DP—read the mission and vision of RID found on www.rid.org  
 
Motion was made to accept the minutes from the last meeting with corrections by DH; 
seconded by DP motion passed unanimously 
 
CMP  
KM—we received something from RID that we need to pay our CMP fee and the 
computer is ancient and we really need a new one.  PS has already sent out the check for 
the CMP to RID. 
 
Motion was made to buy the CMP person a new computer laptop for $800 by SB; and 
was seconded by TM.  Discussion was made to make sure what qualifications and what 
software would be required and was decided that the laptop just needed basic functions 
and Microsoft Office.   
 
Letter 
MC received a letter from xxxxx xxxx  requesting an appeal for licensure.  After the 
letter was read the board decided that the letter should have been sent to the licensure 
board as we have no control over licensure related to the grandfathering timeline as it had 
already passed and it is no longer an issue as it pertains to the law. 
 
RID Conference Donation 
SL made a motion to send a donation for the Region II conference that would cover the 
registration fee that will take place in our area in the near future. DH seconded and the 
motion passed unanimously  
 
Membership 



There was a dispute about a membership from a member and an email discussion was 
being sent back and forth.  SB doesn’t know what her actual position is as everything 
runs through the bookkeeper and she basically just updates him about email changes from 
our membership.  DB the ITPs have not received the new membership forms and we need 
them as we usually give them out to the new graduates.  MC I do not want to rely on the 
website from now until the conference as we do not know when it will be updated.  As 
the membership person I would like for SB to contact the ITPs.  The current list of ITP 
was given to SB.  
 
Website  
MC there have always been complaints about the website not being updated and there 
has always been previous discussion about paying someone to keep the website updated 
so that the CMP person, treasurer, and others can add and update information onto it.  
There have been several companies and people mentioned in order to do this.  KB we 
have local business’ here in NC that are doing exceptional work and we can use them 
here in the local area.  DH having a website, Facebook page, and Google calendar all go 
together hand in hand and then we need to know the approval process about what and 
who can post things onto it.  We need to know who is authorized to add things to the 
website are what need to be discussed.  SL the fact that we are using the same person 
who is now in Florida is indicative that we started the website in the arch ages and that 
we might need to change it as he was volunteering to help us and it was thousands of 
dollars to do this back then.  It was discussion that the President, Media, and the CMP 
were the three positions who were authorized to make changes to the website.  I know 
that there was discussion about doing a Wild Apricot.  DP the Google calendar is 
something just for the board to use in order to help plan workshops so that we don’t have 
to worry about conflicts.  KM the Facebook would also alleviate the calendar conflicts as 
well.  MC I would like to have a committee to reach out to webmasters to see if they 
would be interested in doing this for us and present us bids at our next conference.  KB, 
DB, and JH will look into web developers and masters they will come up with options 
and report back to the board at the next meeting in June.  AC I would like to take over the 
yahoo groups NCRID board.  The entire board was in agreement with that idea except for 
MC but MC decided to go ahead and will pass along the information to AC so that he 
can alleviate some of the problems that we are having with the yahoogroups emails.  DP 
would like to setup a Google calendar just for the board and CMP so that we can 
coordinate workshops and have already had discussions with JJ and KM. We can include 
links to flyers, registration forms, and etc.  MC I would like for you to talk with JJ, our 
media person and then present it to us again.  I want to make sure that whoever has 
control over this is a NCRID member and do not have the power to make decisions.  PS 
all of our members should have access to look at the calendars automatically and there 
should be something where they can just go look at what is going on as they are 
members.  SL they will still be able to go onto the website and find out more information 
this is just one more option in the world of technology that they would be able to find 
more information.  MC this would be a subcommittee of the Media Committee and so 
DP should go talk to JJ and KM in order to get their approval and then report back to us.  
 
Treasurer report 



PS passed out the treasurer’s report along with all the region reports as well.  The NCRID 
treasurer report is attached.  There were a couple of questions that the board had about 
the report and PS requested that everyone send her an email and she will forward them to 
Jason in order to get some answers.   
 
DB made a motion to accept the treasurer’s report as written; DP seconded the motion.  
The motion passed. 
 
DB do we have an updated membership list and conference list so we can know who are 
members?  SB I have requested one and will send one out to the reps when I get it. 
 
PS once you have a workshop the faster you send me the information the better so we can 
credit it to the account.   
 
MC for the conference we need to have a proposed budget and I would like to increase 
the line item for the president to attend the RID conference as this year.   
 
AC I would like to make lunches simpler so I am proposing that lunches be paid out of 
each line item equally so PS can just pay for it and make it easier to coordinate lunch and 
make payment.  PS I would just like to pay it out of the NCRID budget so I can write a 
check and be done with it.   
 
DH made a motion that lunch be paid directly out of the NCRID account and we create a 
new line item on the budget to reflect it.  TM seconded the motion and the motion passed 
unanimously.   
 
MC I would also like to bring the idea about increasing our mileage repayment rate from 
$0.12 to $0.15; DB made a motion to increase the mileage rate to $0.15; the motion was 
seconded by DP. The motion passed unanimously.   
 
Donation Policy 
SL, PS & DP we met and determined to break it into three different categories, 
Charitable, Organizations, and Individuals.  Charitable, which for memorials would be 
specifically related to the deaf and not interpreters.  An example of this would be like 
Mikki Simpson memorials.  If it is an interpreter of the NCRID board, a spouse or at-
home child of the interpreter we would send a card, financial donation, or request made 
by the deceased upon agreement of the board.  If there are other requests it would be at 
the discretion of the board.  Donations to stakeholders or their families would be no 
greater than or equal to $75 and donations to interpreters would have a maximum of 
$100. Under organizations they must be related to interpreting and we would only pay up 
to a maximum of $500 for the entire year if they were trying to sponsor an interpreter to 
do something.  This would be the annual cap for any and all organizations for the year.  
Once we spend that $500 then we will not be able to make a donation for that year.  
Individual, would include sponsorship, stipends, or board meetings.  They have to be a 
member, student of ITP, or a CDI or actively pursuing it.  They would receive $75 and 
they would be required to send a letter to the board about what they did with the 



donation.  We do not have a cap about how many individuals we would sponsor as we 
have not been receiving any request from individuals but that is something that we can 
discuss as a board.  MC there used to be a form that members could request money to 
sponsor a workshop, conference, or testing.  This is something that we need to tell the 
membership as a benefit of being a member.  SL this is on the membership letter but it 
doesn’t state an amount. One thing we could do is send it as a reimbursement or write the 
check out to the organization instead of the member.  If they do not comply with the letter 
then they will not be able to request funds again.  MC we will type this up and present 
this to the membership at the board meeting for approval.  SL I will send this out to my 
fellow committee members as well as AC for the minutes and approval.   
 
11:55 am break for Lunch meeting reconvened at 12:37 pm 
 
MC Jason had few questions for PS about the membership form and he wanted a current 
membership letter finalized.  I was under the impression that this was already done and 
completed.  SB I had already sent him a letter but I will do it again. 
 
Conference update 
DH & GJ:  DH I do apologize about missing the last meeting as that Friday I found out 
that my husband needed surgery that day and I was not expecting to miss the meeting.  
This was not the transition that I wanted for GJ but she has been working on the 
conference since Feb. 
 
GJ I had sent the last and current schedule but I do not see them on the website, but you 
should have all received the last one sent through the email.  I will resend it again as I 
have saved it on my flash drive.  Jason is taking all of the registrations and I think we 
have around 30 or 40 early registrations.  There was a problem with the hotel saying that 
they do not have any double rooms left.  DH will call the hotel and see if she can get 
some clarity on this.  Joni is serving as our interpreter coordinator and has only received 
3 interpreters but has contacted others.  She needs to know what mode of communication 
the presenters will be presenting in.  MC we will not be providing ALDs for the 
conference and the workshops that are ASL only will not be voiced.  We will present this 
as a choice and make this known at the beginning of the conference so members have a 
choice to attend or not.  GJ the only part of the conference that I remember discussing 
being ASL only was the entertainment portion and not the workshops.  Joni that is fine I 
feel that the entertainment portion being ASL only is fine but the workshops should have 
a choice in being interpreted or not.  MC the DDHHS will be sending 7 deaf individuals 
as well as xxxxx xxxxx who is a deafblind consumer.  Joni I think everything will work 
out because most of the responses that I have received have told me that they are open for 
anything and are available which helps me pair people together.  I do have a question 
about the compensation for the interpreters.  How many hours are required for them to 
get the room paid for and do they have to room together?  AC the board decided that 
conference interpreters would receive $55/hour and mileage at the state rate, $35 per 
diem, and rooms comp and shared for those working at least 8 hours.  DH this year we 
will pay $55/hour and state mileage rate, as well as having their rooms paid for and 
shared.  Joni I do have one interpreter who is flying in on his own and he would like to 



have a room to himself is that possible?  The board agreed that since he will be the only 
male that that is acceptable.  MC all invoices should be submitted to NCRID Pat Strider.  
DH & GJ will do a hotel walk through to make sure that the environment is interpreter 
friendly and make sure there is a stage for the interpreters as well.  Joni do we have a lot 
of vendors and booths?  I know a deaf DJ who might be interested in coming and setting 
up or possibly extending into the entertainment.  KM one option is that maybe during the 
dessert bar maybe he could set up and have music then.  DH that is something we could 
look into and ask to make sure that we can do that.  I also wanted to have a social board 
so that people could see what is going on at the conference at night and join up with other 
interpreters who want to be social.  GJ please let him know that we are interested in him 
coming and would love for him to be there.  Also, if you know of any Deaf that are artist 
please let them know to come set up a booth.  The only other thing that I needed a vote 
on was the bags as I had wanted the conference logo added to the bags instead of the 
NCRID logo.  MC at this time do we have anything to put into the bags as the last I heard 
no one was working on them?  DP I was working on the bags and wanted to contact 
others about possible donations but didn’t know who to contact.  KB I just don’t want to 
spend out a lot of money for a bag that could only be used for one year.  PS is there 
something else that we could put a logo on because I’m sure everyone has plenty of bags.  
GJ I did look into lunch bags and it is a lot cheaper but do we want the NCRID logo or 
the Conference logo?  There was discussion about the bags and logos that ensued 
amongst the board and it was decided that we would get lunch tote bags with the NCRID 
logo.  The amount would be 200 totes and would be blue with the white logo.  TM I 
would like everyone to bring their basket to the conference and then at the conference we 
can decide how we want to divvy it out after the board meeting.  MC sent out a request 
about sponsorships and Relay NC wants to do something and wants to have an ad in our 
program.  Have we received any response?  GJ I have only one booth so far and have 
received only one response from an agency saying that they could not sponsor this year.  
TM I can ask the ASLTA President about sponsorship as well.  GJ I have laptops and 
LCDs for the conference, and the division is providing the ALDs.  DB we need all the 
registrants and the early birds.  Last year Jason sent a list and the interpreters were 
separate along with the board.  We need this two to three weeks in advance.  GJ I will 
send that to you by June 1st.  TM when do you need the program book information for 
donors.  Joni are you going to put the names of the interpreters in the program book as 
well as their credentials.   GJ Yes, I will talk with JJ and then send the information to 
you.  MC do we have anyone handling the awards/nominations?  I would like to have a 
representative from each region or even the NCRID board give nominations for these 
awards this year.  DB do we have student reps?  DP I have received some interest but 
wanted to know how many do we need for the conference as right now we have about 4.  
DB we usually have between 6-8 student reps.  MC I went to a conference and they 
stamped the program and those that came in late could not receive a CEU stamp.  DH we 
could do this and make a blurb at the beginning of the conference and each workshop to 
make sure that everyone received an entry stamp.  Joni has there been any promotion or 
pull to encourage more deaf people to come to conference?  GJ we have been trying to 
pull more deaf persons to come to the Friday night entertainment but not really 
participating in the conference but this would be a great idea for next year.  KM for 
clarification I need a bio for each person presenting but only one sponsor and instructor 



form for each workshop.  SL we have two lunches, a dessert, and a snack.  One of the 
lunches will be a taco bar, and the other will be a boxed lunch which will have the 
options of a club with ham only, veggie wrap, and a turkey wrap.   
 
Regional Rep letters and forms 
MC I would like to thank KB and SB for the letter.  SL I have a question as we do not 
have 10 NCRID members in our area.  KB as a board we have a right to waive that 
portion of the bylaws for this time period only.   
 
TM made a motion to amend the bylaws for this year to waive the 10 signature 
requirement for this year.  DB seconded this motion.   
 
The discussion about the motion was as follows: 
KB we need to look at this and make recruitment for NCRID a major priority in the 
upcoming years as if there are not enough members in a region it is NCRID’s problem to 
fix.  DP I was talking with someone who was outside of the profession and they were 
even asking what the benefit of joining a member was. Joni maybe if the culture of 
workshops is changing then maybe NCRID’s focus needs to change so that there is a 
benefit to joining and becoming a member.   
 
The motion passed unanimously 
 
AC read appointments for the regional reps and we had one from each region 
Coastal—Susan Lainer 
Eastern—Diana Charbonneau 
Midstate—David Payne 
TRID—Jamie Morris 
5 Points—Kim Barden 
Land O’Sky—Kathleen Speckhardt 
Foothills—Tanya Miller 
 
SB made a motion to accept these seven representatives and it was seconded by AC.  The 
motion passed and we will present these seven at the conference to the general 
membership for approval. 
 
Chapter reports 
Midstate 
 DP It has been abysmal as we have had to cancel workshops as we do not have 
enough participants coming in and Sorsenson is a big competitor for our area.  It is still 
just two of us. 
 
TRID 
 AC our conference basket theme is “Home Grown” and we will have locally 
made and produced items.  We had a few workshops in the region with one reaping 
profit.  We have two big workshops lined up for the fall, a theatrical workshop and “Gay 
to Z”.  We are developing standards about what presenters will receive from us when 



asking for sponsorship and JM apologizes for not being able to be here but does plan on 
seeing everyone soon.   
 
5 Points 
 KB we have tried to be more specialized in our workshops in order to bring in 
more people in the area.  We also have set up a Facebook page as well as a gmail 
account.  We have set up our dates for our next workshops. The language gabs will be the 
first Tuesday of the month beginning in September, we will not have a language gab in 
the month of December.  This is the only thing that we have not lost as we usually have 
around 20 people attend.  Language gabs can be on any topic and are usually 6-8pm at 
CRC.  Sometimes we have something where non members can bring in a can of food for 
a dollar off registration up to $12 worth and this goes over well.  We usually stick with 
local people and only pay them $75 
 
Eastern 
 DB we have had 2 silent dinners and they are usually very well attended.  We 
have had over 50 people attend that last dinner we had at an Asian restaurant.  We have 
had two workshops and the last one was with Jamie the TRID rep and the feedback we 
received was that the members want to have more of those types of workshops in the 
future.  We had a very successful mental health workshop and we will have another one 
of those in the future as well.  We will focus on substance abuse in the next one and 
Diana Charbonneau will take over as the next rep for our area.   
 
Foothills 
 TM I feel very blessed as I have 7 people working with me and our workshops 
are overflowing with people as we usually have people from out of state come in.  We 
have a workshop coming in June with Sam Parker and it is an 8 hour workshop but we 
will only charge $20 as it is a fundraiser.  We tend to have two hour workshops 
bimonthly and then we have two to three big ones throughout the year.   
 
Land O’ Sky 
 KS we have had three workshops and in May we are doing a water cooler which 
will be a deaf panel.  Our numbers have been very good and am looking for new people 
to come in and help out and we have three new people coming in.  We have Biltmore 
tickets and we have a basket “Sweetness from the Mountains” which will include honey, 
jams, and molasses.   
 
Coastal 
 SL our basket is a “GO Kit” emergency preparedness.  We had a workshop a few 
weeks ago with VR and we had 7 people involved and we have a mentoring workshop 
that Pat Houser is doing in the next few weeks.  A lot of people have heard some 
misinformation about the workshop but it will be well done and we have some people 
registered for that.  We also had an emergency safety fun day that went over really well 
and was such a productive time.  We had many deaf people in different positions with a 
lot of hand on activities as well. 
 



MC does anyone know where our NCRID camera is?  KB I think it was with the 
historian.  MC will follow up with Mark to see if he has the camera  
 
TM needs everyone to send in the name of the basket theme to her via email. 
 
KB made a motion to adjourn the meeting and it was seconded by SL 
 
Our next board meeting will be on June 20th at 9:00 am at the Hotel in the War Room 
 
 
 


